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STUDENT HANDBOOK 

2020 USQ Industry Mentoring Program 

 

The USQ Industry Mentoring Program allows students to connect with industry 

professionals to help prepare for the transition from university to employment. This 

program aims to enhance students' knowledge, understanding and professional 

networks, and provides mentors the opportunity to meet, grow and learn from upcoming 

talent in their industry.  

The Industry Mentoring Program is: 

o Open to all study disciplines and industries 

o Allows students to connect with one or several professionals working in 

industry throughout the year.  

o Participants can opt-in and out of the program as the year progresses.  

o 10 different mentoring plans on offer, refer to the mentoring program 

plans below.  

Mentoring Program Plans  

Option 1 – The Industry Mentoring Program 

Time commitment: 1-week introduction, 6-week self-lead (but guidance available)  

Closing relationship time frames: Ability to close the relationship at any point or continue 

the mentoring relationship beyond the 6 weeks.  

This program will suit those whose discipline/industry is not covered in the other options, 

OR if you’d like to engage in a mentoring program which is more self-lead and focused 

on developing employability. In this program, we do provide minimal guidance for 6 

weeks, however you are able to extend the dates or close the connection early.  

Options 2 – 10: Industry/Discipline specific mentoring program 

Time commitment: 1-week introduction, 3-weeks of provided activities, 4-weeks self-

lead (but guidance available)  

Closing relationship time frames: Ability to close the relationship at any point after the 

initial four weeks or continue the mentoring relationship beyond the 8 weeks.   

 

We have created 9 discipline/industry specific programs. These programs run over 8 

weeks and each have 2 stages.  

Stage 1 – Focuses on understanding employability for the specific industry/discipline. 

This stage provides specific tasks and activities for you and your mentoring partner to 

complete over 3 weeks (one simple task per week).  
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At the completion of Stage 1 you can continue in the second stage of the program, 

alternatively you are able to close your connection at this time.  

Stage 2 – Focuses on developing employability which is more of a self-lead program. We 

do provide a list of topics you may like to discuss; however it is completely up to you 

and your mentoring partner and what goals you’ve set for the program. This stage 

guides you for a further 4 weeks, however you can continue your mentorship further or 

close your connection early.    

Option 2 - Industry Mentoring Program  - Agriculture & Environment 

Option 3 - Industry Mentoring Program - Arts & Humanities 

Option 4 - Industry Mentoring Program - Business & Management 

Option 5 - Industry Mentoring Program - Education & Training 

Option 6 - Industry Mentoring Program - Information Technology 

Option 7 - Industry Mentoring Program - Law & Criminology 

Option 8 - Industry Mentoring Program - Media & Communication 

Option 9 - Industry Mentoring Program - Psychology & Human Services 

Option 10 - Industry Mentoring Program - Science & Engineering 

Making your choice of mentoring plans:  

The 2020 Industry Mentoring Program offers 10 mentoring program plans for 

participants to choose between. Each plan offers a list of tasks, activities and talking 

points on different topics (depending on the plan you choose). You are able to use the 

plan to guide your mentoring relationship. If you're looking for a more self-lead program 

with little guidance provided, option 1 will best suit you.  

 

You will select your preferred mentoring program plan/s when registering for the 

mentoring program (you can change your selections at any time). Your choice of 

program will be used as a guide when finding a mentoring match and when assigning the 

appropriate mentoring plan to your connection.  

How to get started:  

Video: Allocating preferences and requesting connections 

Video: The Connection Plan  

Students can browse the list of mentors and select at least 

three mentors that they’d be happy to be connected with, these 

are their mentoring preferences.  

Once three preferences are selected, students 

can sent a request to the Program 

Administrators, who will assign the connection.  

One connection will be established at a 

time (we will aim for it to be the 

preference you listed first). If you’d like 

to be connected with more than one 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRCKxNAqPfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEgy-zIG2PQ
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mentor, let us know in the Additional Comments field when you submit your 

request for a Mentoring Connection.  

The mentoring plan you’re assigned to will be decided by the Program Administrator on 

revision of your and potential mentors profile.  

Once you’re connected, you and your mentoring partner will be notified by email and 

received a notification on the platform. You will receive emails to guide your 

relationships and also gain access to the Connection Plan which is available on the online 

platform. You can check tasks off as you complete them and record your goals, to track 

the progression of your mentorship.   

The support doesn’t stop there, continuous support is provided by the USQ Careers and 

Employability team throughout the whole program.  

Every two months all those who have a profile listed on the platform will receive a 

Progress Survey, please take a few minutes to complete this as it will assist in keeping 

the participants list current and active and allow us to ensure the program is worthwhile 

for all those participating.  

The program is open now and will close January 15, 2021. However the last day 

students can be connected in a mentoring relationship in November 30.    

Login: https://usqmentoring.chronus.com/p/p3/login?mode=strict  

Contact: 

In the first instance please contact the Program Administrators via the platform.  

Alternatively, USQ Careers & Employability 

Phone: +61 7 4631 2372  

Email: careers@usq.edu.au  

  

https://usqmentoring.chronus.com/p/p3/login?mode=strict
mailto:careers@usq.edu.au
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Resources to assist you with making the 

most of your connection: 

 
You’re matched! ............................................................................................ 5 

Getting acquainted ...................................................................................... 5 

Means to communicate ................................................................................ 5 

Set goals and summarise sessions ................................................................. 5 

Online Communication Tips .......................................................................... 6 

Networking Tips .......................................................................................... 7 

Don’t lose sight of your goals ........................................................................ 7 

Suggested activities and discussion points ...................................................... 8 

Need for a good closure ............................................................................... 9 

Provide regular feedback .............................................................................. 9 
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You’re matched!  
Getting acquainted 

An important part of getting acquainted is determining compatibility. Before sending any 

mentoring requests be sure to review their profile and even send them a message to 

confirm that they will be able to support and provide you what you are looking for from 

this mentoring experience. Once you are connected schedule a few sessions to get to 

know each other before setting goals, and alert your admin if you do not feel 

comfortable interacting with your mentor informally and having intimate discussions on 

sensitive topics. It is better to discover an imperfect match early on than to waste time 

in an unproductive relationship. 

To begin getting to know each other, online messaging is an unintimidating, flexible 

approach. Many people find it easier to open up to someone new in writing. Your 

Connecting Plan includes a messaging component where you can get to know each 

other, plan meetings, or even discuss progress on tasks and goals. To break the ice, ask 

your mentor questions and share a little about yourself, see the suggested activities and 

discussion topics provided in this handbook.  

As you progress to more serious topics, you are also encouraged to voice professional 

concerns and challenges. If you find it difficult to discuss certain topics in technical 

terms, try to paraphrase your questions the best you can. You may find these 

discussions easier face-to-face or on the phone, but online communication can work if 

you are deliberate and thoughtful. Although it might take several online discussions to 

clarify a point, your mentor is likely to appreciate your interest and your passion to 

learn. 

Means to communicate  
There are various ways which you can communicate with your mentor, and where 

possible we ask that you record these on the Chronus platform.  

Communication methods include:  

 Messaging (we encourage the use of platform messaging functionality).  

 Discussion boards. 

 Phone, Zoom, Skype or FaceTime sessions (we encourage the use of the 

meeting functionality on the platform to schedule and track these sessions). 

 Meeting in person (we encourage the use of the meeting functionality on the 

platform to schedule and track these sessions). 

When utilising the Meeting functionality on the platform, you can add notes to each 

meeting to track and share discussions and action points from that meeting. See 

‘How to use your connection plan’ document located in the help resources tab.  

Set goals and summarise sessions 
To have a successful mentoring relationship you must: 

https://usqmentoring.chronus.com/p/p3/resources/4250?src=side_navigation&sub_src=mentoring_community
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 Understand your needs 

 Set your goals  

 Convey your needs and goals to your mentor 

 Discuss how you can accomplish your goals 

 After completing a discussion session, write a summary to form new action 

items 

For a good start to the first two, answer the following questions: 

 What are your goals for this mentoring relationship? (e.g., competency 

development, career advancement, leadership skills development, gain 

knowledge in a particular topic area, etc.) 

 How will you know if you reached these goals? (e.g., improved performance, 

promoted, attained a new credential, etc.) 

 What challenges can you anticipate? (e.g., availability of advancement 

opportunities, need to further your formal education, length of time needed to 

develop a new skill or competency) 

Make the best use of your time with your mentor: take the time now to define 

goals.  

Add these goals to the goal setting functionality on the platform. Take a look at the 

‘How to use your connection plan’ document located in the help resources tab.  

Online Communication Tips 

 

Communication is a two-way process that includes just about any type of interaction 

with another person, from subtle to overt. Poor communication can leave us feeling 

angry or worried. 

In person or on the phone, you can use voice modulation, facial expressions, and 

hand gestures to convey meaning.  Because those cues are absent in writing, 

written communication is a skill and an art. The better people can express 

themselves, the more the relationship will deepen. 

When communicating through writing, the following tips will help prevent 

miscommunication. 

 Use a meaningful subject line—A good subject line ensures that the recipient 

recognizes the importance of your message and doesn’t delete it accidentally. 

https://usqmentoring.chronus.com/p/p3/resources/4250?src=side_navigation&sub_src=mentoring_community
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The subject line should also serve as a summary, conveying a clear idea of 

the topic you want to discuss. 

 Be clear and concise—Take the time to write clear, concise messages. 

Correspondingly, if you receive messages that are not clear and concise, take 

the time to get clarification. Do you clearly understand your mentor’s points? 

If not, provide an opportunity to restate, elaborate or reconsider the intended 

message. 

 Investigate assumptions— What assumptions may have been made, whether 

stated explicitly or not? To uncover assumptions and prevent 

misinterpretations, state your understanding of your mentor’s message or ask 

for clarification. 

 Communicate about communication—It is very important to inform your 

mentor of your schedule well in advance. This prevents the unnecessary 

frustration of a communication breakdown. 

Online messaging has its challenges, but it also has advantages in many situations. 

If you use the messaging section of your Mentoring Connection Area liberally and 

thoughtfully, you’ll be more productive. 

Networking Tips 
Networking is a learned skill that takes time and practice to improve. Your mentor 

has likely leveraged a network of contacts at various times in life. Learn how your 

mentor built his or her network. Appreciate the effort that goes into maintaining 

these quality relationships. If your mentor is willing, ask for an introduction to 

contacts who may be able to help you reach your goals. 

When you approach your mentor or any of his or her contacts, be sure to follow this 

networking etiquette: 

 Ask politely—When asking for a favour, ask politely. Examples of ways to ask 

are: "Perhaps you can point me in the right direction,” and "Maybe you could 

help me..." 

 Follow up—Use the 48-hour rule. Respond to phone messages and emails 

within 48 hours, and send thank-you or nice-to-meet-you notes or emails 

after a meeting within 48 hours. 

 Mention your referrer—When calling a person to whom someone referred you, 

mention your contact's name. For example, “John suggested I contact you 

about...” 

 We wish you the very best in building your network of contacts! 

Don’t lose sight of your goals 
There are likely to be times in your mentoring relationship when progress might 

stagnate and you need to re-energize. Try the following: 

 Revisit your goals. Are you on course? 
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 Could you have done something better? Take responsibility for driving 

success. Self-actualization and enthusiasm will help you and your partner 

move forward. 

 Do you need to extend the mentoring duration? Evaluate how long you will 

need to achieve your goals. Set a specific date—time-bounded goals are more 

likely to be realized. 

The point is to continually reaffirm goals and commitment. Your mentor will follow 

your lead. 

Suggested activities and discussion points  
 

Activities Discussion Topics 

 Workplace visits, job 
shadowing, work experience 

opportunities (USQ can provide 
insurance coverage during this 
visit, contact us for more 

information)  
 Networking events 
 Attendance in team meetings 

 Review resumes/job 
applications 

 Mock interviews 

 Writing elevator pitch 
 Share articles, videos and 

resources 

 Work together to solve a 
workplace issue  

 Skill inventory/identification 
 Create conversations on the 

discussion boards  

Getting to know your mentor: 
 How did you get into the 

role/industry? 
 What’s your favourite and least 

favourite part of your job? 

 What has been your greatest 
career struggle and how did you 
overcome it? 

 What’s been one of your biggest 
career accomplishments? 

 Any tips for recent graduates 

starting out? 
 What skills are critical to success 

in the work you are currently 

doing? 
 What’s the most challenging 

aspect of your job? 
 What would you suggest to do 

now to prepare for transition into 

the industry?  
 

Getting to know yourself?  

 What lead you to enrol in this 
program of study?  

 How much do you know about job 

opportunities in this industry? 
 Where do you see yourself 

heading in this profession? 

 What do you see the challenges 
are in this field?  

 What things do you think you can 

do along the way to enhance your 
employability?  

 

 

 

mailto:careers@usq.edu.au
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Need for a good closure 
When mentoring partnerships end, some do so with goals accomplished. Some do 
not, for a number of reasons. Yet even unproductive mentoring relationships can 
benefit from good closure. A successful exit strategy includes five steps: 

1.  Processing conclusions—Process the learning that took place while working 
towards goals. 
2.  Integrating what was learned—Discuss how to apply and take learning to the 

next level. 
3.  Celebrating success—Plan a mutually satisfying way to celebrate achievement 
and new beginnings. 

4.  Redefining the relationship—Talk about whether the relationship is to continue, 
and what it will look like: will you become a colleague, a friend, or something else?. 
5.  Moving on—Both partners let go and identify ways of keeping in touch, if 

appropriate and mutually desired. 
 

Provide regular feedback 
It is important to provide regular feedback on your mentoring experience and your 

mentoring relationship to the program administrators. Please complete any surveys 
you receive. Your feedback will help your administrators learn how to serve you 
better. Your mentee needs your constructive feedback too—and your tactful 

guidance may even improve the quality of the relationship. 
 

 

 


